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Summary and appraisal of the project by the jury
Titled “Meta(bio)lism”, the project – more than the
design of a building – is conceived as research
platform exploring the relationship between human
construction and natural ecosystems in the city of
Taichung in Taiwan. Material stocks and flows are
addressed at multiple scales, ranging from studies of
local materials, such as clay, to the investigation of
construction assemblies for roof structures at the
building scale as well as examinations of urban patterns at the territorial scale. Of fundamental im
portance is the search for alternative proposals to
current real estate development which, as stated by
the author, “exploit nature instead of working with
nature”.

Whereas the beauty and precision of the submitted
drawings initially captured the attention of the jury, a
closer look at the project revealed a deep sensibility
for social, technical, and environmental concerns – all
combined and transformed into a stunning research
for an architecture of the future in synthesis with natural metabolisms. The jury was impressed by the
scheme’s exuberant deployment of architectural and
technical means – both analogue and digital – to explore and broad range of important themes relating
to sustainable construction. This said, the jury argued
that less might be more, recommending that the project could benefit from an economy of means, while
maintaining its optimistic call for working with rather
than against nature.

Image 1: Sustainable material and interlocking typology: Combining both of them can make the ecosystem more resilient. The locals can take advantage of these systems to cope with the extreme weather and natural disaster better. This unique type of brick can be assembled into complicated vaults
which are analyzed by the Rhino Vault.

Statements on the sustainability of the project by the author
Context
Located in the downstream of Gaoping River, Dashu
town is an important mining source for kaolin soil, a
high quality clay soil, in Taiwan. Kaolin soil owes its
formation largely to Gaoping River’s erosion of the
weathered rocks at the upstream banks, which move
downstream and eventually settled into the vicinity of
Dashu town. This type of soil is particularly suitable
for kiln industry, which has been Dashu’s primary industry but is currently in great decline. However, due
to its great performance in dielectric properties, kaolin soil has recently found itself in a variety of cuttingedge applications in the manufacturing industry.
Inappropriate development
Unfortunately, the development of Dashu town throughout the history has been putting too much focus in
exploiting nature instead of working with nature, which
resulted in overdevelopment that encroaches into the
flood plains, and consequently having to build embankments to protect these developments from routine floods of Gaoping River. The embankments are

highly problematic, not only because they are not able
to efficiently halt the flood, but also because they
obstruct the possibility for people from the township
to mine the kaolin soil efficiently and develop a
sustainable industry for the town.
Strategies and mechanisms
Meta(bio)lism proposes an energy and resource
re-use strategy as well as a masonry system which
people can adapt under the effects of extreme weather, while creating new industrial opportunities for
Dashu. The device of performative landscape in the
proposal will not only redirect flood water, preventing
flood disaster, but also allow mining of the Kaolin soil
to be more efficient and sustainable. Through the
intervention of Meta(bio)lism, the ecosystem will be
restored to a sustainable balance over time, and
people in Dashu will rediscover their relationship with
nature: one that is both harmonious and prosperous.

Image 2: Site analysis to diagnose and address the issue of natural disasters and inappropriate development of Dashu. In addition, finding parameters
like water flow and terrain is also essential to tackle the problems.

Image 3: Synthesis material: Mixing the kaolin soil and pineapple leaf
waste.

Image 4: Interlocking system and coding (Grasshopper and Rhino Vault).
Rhino Vault was developed by ETH Zurich.

Image 5: Kiln landscape configuration process.

Image 6: Kiln landscape’s plan and section.

Image 7: Perspective.

Image 8: Physical models.

Image 9: Configuration process of infrastructure-using “vortex” typology to dissipate the flood water’s power.

Image 10: Functional infrastructure, water and soil management.

